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Abstract—This paper presents the development of a new Web 
based LiDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) 3D point cloud 
viewer addressing mobility and portability issues arising from 
remote field applications by numerous multidisciplinary 
collaborative scientists. This new Web Browser-based 3D point 
cloud viewer, hereafter called 3DSYSTEK viewer, was developed 
and implemented in the framework of the3DSYSTEK research 
programme that aimed to develop tools to bring together all 
disciplines working to promote our cultural heritage through 
laser scanning, 3D modeling, 3D visualization, documentation, 
and exploitation of 3D data. 3D point cloud viewers’ native 
implementations although they support multiple applications 
they are very expensive and their features vary from one 
software to another with considerable problems arising due to 
the introduction of personalized file formats by each individual 
native software. The presented 3DSYSTEK viewer is based on 
open-software, enables personalized expandability to address 
specific needs by individual users and allows the online remote 
collaboration amongst scientists at different locations as well as  
the widespread usage of the TLS surveying technology and 3D 
modeling of large monuments. 

Keywords—3D point cloud; Terrestrial Laser Scanners, web 
browser based 3D point cloud viewer; web graphics library; particle 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Terrestrial Laser Scanner (TLS) technologies enabled the 
near instant gathering of a vast volume of 3D point 
measurements, including data for XYZ coordinates, color 
information and orientation in space. The first product of a 
TLS is the point cloud which is processed in the next stage, 
usually leading to a mesh model, according to user needs and 
the required deliverables [1]. For this reason a remote, user 
friendly, no plug-in required, point cloud visualization tool is 
very important for providing a first web-based deliverable 
which can be also used for a quick assessment of the data 
quality and the planning of the next processing phase [2].  

A literature review indicates the presence of several web-
based 3d mesh model viewers, whilst there are very few 3D 
point cloud web-based viewers [3]. These are mainly 
commercial 3Dviewers produced by TLS technology providers 
companies, eg. Faro Scene Web Share, Leica Tru View, 
Allpoint Insight, Point Cab web Export, etc. Their software is 
heavily focused towards mapping particular TLS hardware 
capabilities to key features supported by its sister customized 
3D viewer. As a result several problems arise in terms of 
multiple data types, features’ limitations, expandability issues, 
requirement of plug-ins and data extraction functions.  Also 
there are few non-commercial web-based point cloud viewers, 
which are mainly experimental, demonstrating limitations 
encountered due to large storage requirements, memory 
management deficiencies, lesser transportability due to file 
sizes and real time visualization [4]. Furthermore, there are no 
web-based 3D point cloud viewers offered as products in the 
market that match by any means the capabilities of those in 
native implementations.  

This paper presents a novel web-based 3D point cloud viewer, 
based on open software and open web technologies, easily 
expandable, without any plugin or installation requirements, 
supporting the most common XYZRGB format, which makes 
it compatible to all types of TLS. The proposed 3D point cloud 
viewer is based upon particle system technology [5], that 
enables the entire point cloud to be treated as a whole object, 
and thus allow for the effective handling of large point clouds. 

 

II. 3DSYSTEK VIEWER 

The proposed 3DSYSTEK viewer aims to address these 
issues by being implemented as a web-browser application 
based on open software.  For its development we have used an 
open source WebGL Abstraction Library called ThreeJS[6] 
while the code is written in Javascript using the open web 
technologies HTML5 and CSS3 to implement the user 
interface. WebGL is a Javascript application programming 
interface (API) based on the popular OpenGL API that 



provides 3D rendering capabilities from within a Web 
Browser. The OpenGL API has a long history in 3D Graphics, 
having been used for all kinds of 3D applications since its first 
version in 1991 and is currently one of the most supported 3D 
APIs available. WebGL, being relatively new, is not supported 
by older browsers or by older hardware compared to the 
longer-lived OpenGL which is provided as native software for 
each platform.  

The advantages from a 3D point cloud viewer on a web-
browser, such as 3DSYSTEK viewer are multiple. It can run 
anywhere with no need for download. It is a ‘write once - run 
anywhere’ application with increased portability as it can run 
on Windows, Linux or MacOSX operating systems, mobile 
phones, tablets, etc. The fact that it can be used remotely and 
by several types of electronic devices supports the 
collaboration amongst teams of scientists in remote locations as 
it can be used equally as easy both on sight and in laboratory 
applications. Furthermore, the use of open source technologies 
allows the expandability of the existing software by anyone to 
match specific needs of individual research groups. All that is 
required, is for other developing teams to download the 
software source code and then they are free to expand on it any 
way they see fit. 

No new technology, though, comes without down faults, 
and it is the intention of the authors not to withhold any 
significant information that may impose any difficulties to the 
users. WebGL technology is not yet entirely standardized. It is 
still under development which means that some of its aspects 
may change, i.e. it is not entirely future proof, and software 
written today may not operate on future versions. Because it is 
web-based it is slower than native implementations but this is 
an issue that will only get better in time as it is under heavy 
development by multiple organizations and due to the current 
trend for new hardware to better support open graphics 
libraries, such as WebGL, OpenGL, etc. Memory management 
issues and speed limitations prohibit the handling of very large 
data sets that are better suited for native implementations. The 
current capabilities of 3DSYSTEK viewer just exceed ten 
million points in any particular point cloud. Yet again, the 
newly introduced web-workers technology [7], similar to 
threaded applications, will alleviate some of the problems in 
speed and scalability of datasets.  

The basic philosophy behind the 3DSYSTEK viewer is that 
we use particle system technology [5] for speed and ease of 
handling of the entire point cloud as a whole object. This 
means that the particle system moves all points in the cloud as 
a unified object instead of having to continuously compensate 
for the motion of all other points in relation to the motion of 
any one point. Currently we are using perspective projection of 
the 3D scene from one camera to render the 3D scene. Future 
implementations will encompass the use of additional 
orthographic cameras to display simultaneously a point cloud 
from different angles. This will provide a better spatial 
impression and improved alignment capabilities of the point 
cloud in relation to world coordinates/world plane. In 
3DSYSTEK viewer when the user moves the camera its 
coordinates are automatically transformed in order to ensure 
that the point cloud, which is our object of interest, is always 
contained in the view frustum [8]. In explaining, in 3D 

computer graphics the viewing frustum is the region of space in 
the modeled world that may appear on the screen, thus by 
varying the camera coordinates we ensure that the object of 
interest always falls within the field of view of the notional 
camera. 

 

III. OPERATION ANALYSIS  

The following schematics display the asynchronous 
operations initiated by the 3DSYSTEK viewer template 
relating user actions and software events with software actions 
and their corresponding outcome.   

A. 3DSYSTEK template operations 

The user can control the movement and position of the 
notional camera either by using the mouse or by importing 
values in the control field parameters. The latter is dynamic and 
always displays the values corresponding to the instant 
orientation of the camera. These are shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 

Figure 1: 3DSYSTEK manual controls 

 

Another field is used to input a 3D data file to the 
3DSYSTEK viewer. Upon insertion of an input data file a 
chain of operations is being initiated. Firstly, application 
programming interface (API) is employed to open the 3D data 
file from the local file system to the HTML5 browser followed 
by 3D data parsing to create a particle system from the 
imported XYZRGB points in the input file and then the particle 
system is added in the 3D scene. A reset option is also 
available through a dynamic button which resets the notional 
camera view to the one emerging from its rest coordinates. 
These are outlined in Fig. 2. 



 

Figure 2: 3DSYSTEK point cloud management system 

 

B. Point cloud and image alignment 

A key feature of 3DSYSTEK viewer apart from displaying 
color 3D images at various angles and different zooms is the 
capability to align point clouds to 2D images imported to the 
3D point cloud viewer from the external world. This feature 
finds significant applications in archaeological sites’ modeling, 
city modeling, 3D model projections to existing 2D maps and 
features extraction, etc [9]. In this key feature of 3DSYSTEK 
viewer the point cloud is visualized using WebGL while the 2D 
image is displayed using traditional browser HTML/CSS 
technologies. The point cloud is contained in a HTML5 3D 
canvas object[10]. In explaining, WebGL is based on OpenGL 
ES 2.0 and provides an API for 3D graphics, it uses the 
HTML5 canvas element and is accessed using Document 
Object Model interfaces, while automatic memory 
management is provided as part of the JavaScript language. 
The image is used as a background of a DOM block element 
[11]. DOM, short for Document Object Model is a cross-
platform and language-independent convention for 
representing and interacting with objects in HTML, XHTML 
and XML documents within the Web browser. Both the canvas 
and the DOM block element are partially transparent using 
their CSS opacity properties. CSS stands for Cascading Style 
Sheets [12] and is a style sheet language used for describing the 
look and formatting of a document written in a markup 
language (in this case HTML). We use this for the application 
user interface and the displaying of the image that will be 
aligned with the point cloud (Fig. 3). 

 

Figure 3.3D point cloud aligned against its 2D aerial ortho-
photograph 

This is done to simplify and speed up the development and 
update process. The alternative approach would be to use the 
image as a texture of a 3D plane within the 3D Canvas object, 
but that would require constant complex calculations whenever 
the camera was moved, in order to always keep the plane 
position static in relation to the user's view. Since we only 
require the relative scale of the image and the rotation/position 
of the point cloud in relation to the image, there is no reason to 
involve the image as a 3D object. The core advantages of the 
proposed approach are better performance, flexible 
development and upgrading. 

The image alignment (Fig.4) could be a simplified process 
by using the 3DSYSTEK viewer. As shown in the 
asynchronous operations of the above figure, all the user has to 
do is importing the 2D image to the 3DSYSTEK viewer which 
is displayed by the viewer as background to the DOM element 
of the browser. Then the user can use the image controls to 
change the scale input value which updates the image DOM 
element background dimensions and alignment using CSS 
properties. There is also a reset dynamic button that returns the 
background dimensions and alignment to their original values. 
When the user is happy with the alignment he/she can lock the 
point cloud to the 2D image, saving the bond and not having to 
repeat the process every time he/she wishes to align the two 
together. 



 

Figure 4. Point cloud and image alignment system 

 

IV. DEMONSTRATION RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The following results demonstrate the capabilities of 
3DSYSTEK viewer in various popular applications each 
highlighting certain features of the software. The first one 
shown in Fig.5is a 3D colored point cloud of cultural exhibit of 
medium complexity. This object was selected to highlight the 
capability of the 3D viewer in color management and its 
display features in a compact object. The point cloud was 
obtained by a Minolta Vivid 910 3D laser scanner. This 
application is becoming more and more popular with digital 
museums and with the archeological society as it provides a 
non-destructive documentation and electronic replication of 
ancient artifacts.  

 

Figure 5. 3D colored point cloud of cultural exhibit 

Fig.6 is a false color 3D point cloud of the monumental 
olive tree of Vouves, known as the oldest olive tree of the 
world [13]. The object is of the outmost complexity in terms of 
shape, size variations, detailed features and asymmetry from 
any point of view. As seen in the figure the 3DSYSTEK viewer 
was capable to depict, handle and present clearly and in great 
detail the point cloud imported to it. Future work of the authors 
could include the incorporation of annotation capabilities and 
documentation on certain parts of complex objects. 

 

Figure 6.3D point cloud of the monumental olive tree of 
Vouves 

The 3D point cloud model of the ancient castle of Aptera, 
consisting of 9,5 million points  was selected to highlight the 
ability of 3DSYSTEK viewer to present large scale 
objects(Fig. 7). The web browser based 3DSYSTEK viewer 
can comfortably manage up to ten million points in a point 
cloud and we are actively working towards doubling that 
number. This application finds great use in modeling wide 
cultural, urban and rural areas of interest, enhancing the 
documentation of monuments, land degradation, cities 
expansion, etc. [14]. The 3D point cloud is often merged with 
aerial photography to extract 3D information of the object(s) of 
interest. That was the steam idea that led us towards 
developing and incorporating the point-cloud & image 
alignment tool in our 3D web browser-based point cloud 
viewer. 

 

Figure 7. 3D point cloud model of the ancient castle of Aptera 

The above demonstrated capabilities of the 3DSYSTEK 
point cloud viewer that will allow the widespread usage of the 
TLS surveying technology and 3D modeling of large 
monuments. This is based on the maximum exploitation of the 
radical innovative advantages of TLS, enhanced by key 
features of the host Browser-Tool [15-16]. This is devoted to 
searching, querying, browsing, and viewing multimedia objects 
stored in the repository, based on the Fundamental Categories 
of 3D objects, (Actors, Things, Events, Place, Time, Type) 
which are connected by using interpretations of “Fundamental 
Relationships” (refers to, is from, has part, is similar, has met, 
at), but also on keyword search. 
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